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■ All your iPhone music,
movies, photos, voice notes
and more are in one place

■ Transfer all of your
iPhone data (music, movies,

photos, voice notes and
contacts) to a computer or
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an external HD/SD card for
backup and transferring to
iTunes ■ Copy audio files

to iTunes for sorting,
organizing and downloading

all your favorite songs ■
Manage and edit iPhone
contacts from Windows

Contacts, Outlook Contacts,
Hotmail and Facebook

Contacts ■ Search specific
data on your iPhone,

including messages, call
logs, photos, videos, music,

bookmarks, passwords,
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notes, calendars, contacts
and more ■ Create a photo
album, make a new playlist,

edit media and enable
playback ■ Sync text

messages to Facebook and
export contacts to Google

Contacts, vCard and
Outlook Contacts ■ Set up
an iPhone to work with an
Android phone so you can
use one iPhone number

with two phones ■ Set up
text messages to sync

automatically from iPhone
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to Android phones so you
can manage and edit

messages on your iPhone
and Android devices ■

Back up your iPhone to your
computer to keep your data
safe in case of lost, stolen,

or damaged iPhone ■
Transfer multiple iPhones to

the computer and
synchronize multiple device
data simultaneously ■ Use
the fingerprint scanner in
iPhone 4S to unlock the
program and access the
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files on the iPhone ■ Apply
themes for your iPhone's

interface and skins ■
Support for iPhone's

Camera, Geo-tag and other
iPhone 4S features ■ Adjust

the Mac's Proxy settings
from ImTOO iPhone

Transfer Crack Mac ■
Highlighting on a selected

image or music file in
iPhone transfer: - Clicking
the image or music will

provide the entire
information. - Hover over
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an image or a music file will
show detailed information -
Clicking "Create Bookmark"
will add your favorite image

or music to "Bookmark"
folder. ■ Support for iPhone
4, iPhone 4S and iPhone 5
■ iPhone transfer is fully
compatible with Windows
XP, Vista, Windows 7, and

Windows 8 operating
systems. ■ ImTOO iPhone

Transfer is a registered
trademark of ImTOO. ■
ImTOO iPhone Transfer
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contains various functions
such as imTOO iPhone

Transfer. The functions may
not work in all versions of
Windows. ■ The functions

which can work in the latest
version of Windows as Win
7 and 8 may not work in

Windows XP or older
versions of the operating

system. ■ Windows 7,
Windows 8 or Win 8.1 are
not compatible with the

iPhone

ImTOO IPhone Transfer Activator For Windows
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The software utility is
capable of operating in two
modes: Windows mode and

Mac mode. In Windows
mode, the program imports

and/or exports data from
your iPhone onto your

computer. In Mac mode, on
the other hand, you can

easily manage your iPhone
files on your computer

through copying, moving,
merging, etc. The choice
between the two modes
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depends on the operating
system you are using. Key
Features of ImTOO iPhone

Transfer 2022 Crack:
Transfer iPhone files (from
iPhone to computer, from

computer to iPhone) - from
any location View

phonebook - like contacts,
edit contacts, and batch
export contacts to VCF

Import Audio and video -
any kind of audio files

(.mp3,.wma,.wav, etc.) and
video files
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(.mp4,.avi,.wmv,.wmv, etc.)
Hear iPhone ringtones -

either transfer new
ringtones to your device or
search iPhone ringtones on
your iPhone Organize your
iPhone photos - organize
photos in a photo album,
view photos by, among

others, date taken, keyword
and location Watch iPhone
movies - transfer movies to
iPhone directly, or prepare
iPhone videos to convert to

other formats
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like.mov,.mp4,.mpg, etc.
Take screenshots - the

screen you need is only a
finger swipe away Note

down ideas - capture what
you need to remember,

convert notes to PDF, and
search your iPhone notes
ImTOO iPhone Transfer

Download With Full Crack
for Mac and Windows [ 3

Steps ] 1- Extract and
Install the Downloaded File
When you get the software
from the website, be sure
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to extract it and run the file
setup.exe or setup.msi.

After running the setup.exe,
you need to accept the

license agreement. This is a
key step that allows ImTOO

iPhone Transfer Product
Key to access your iPhone
files. After the installation

process, you can access the
ImTOO iPhone Transfer

Serial Key tool. Click
"ImTOO Transfer 1.4" in the
main interface. 2- Choose

the Source and Destination
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of the Files For the first
time, the tool provides you

with three selectable
options: Automatic, Custom
and General. Select "Auto"
as the source, choose the
type of iPhone device to

import files from. You can
choose the iPhone from

either "Windows" or "Mac".
Select "Computer" as the
destination, which means

importing files from iPhone
to computer. b7e8fdf5c8
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ImTOO IPhone Transfer Product Key Full [Latest 2022]

1. Automatically Backup
iPhone Data to PC. 2.
Automatically Backups
iPhone Data to PC. 3.
Transfer Images from
iPhone to PC. 4. Transfer
Music from iPhone to PC. 5.
Transfer Contacts from
iPhone to PC. 6. Transfer
Music from iPhone to iTunes
7. Transfer Playlists from
iPhone to PC. 8. View and
Edit iPhone Notes. 9.
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Transfer Podcasts from
iPhone to PC. 10.
Copy/Edit/Create Voice
Memos from iPhone to PC.
11. Transfer Documents
from iPhone to PC. 12.
Copy/Edit/Create Journal
Items from iPhone to PC.
13. Transfer Videos from
iPhone to PC. 14. Transfer
Photos from iPhone to PC.
15. Transfer iBooks from
iPhone to PC. 16. Transfer
Music from PC to iPhone.
17. Convert Videos and
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Music to iPhone. 18.
Transfer iTunes File to
iPhone. 19. Move Photos
and Music to iPhone. 20.
Transfer iBooks from PC to
iPhone. 21. Transfer Videos
from PC to iPhone. 22. Sync
Text Messages with iPhone.
23. Export your iPhone
Contacts to PC. 24. Create
VCard Files from PC. 25.
Backup iPhone Data to PC.
26. Transfer iPhone via PC
to Another Device. 27. View
and Edit iPhone Notes. 28.
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Export iPhone Contacts to
CSV. 29. Export your iPhone
Contacts to Gmail. 30.
Manage Camera Roll. 31.
View your Music and
Images on iPhone. 32. View
your iPhone Contacts on
PC. 33. Back up iPhone
Data to PC. 34. Backup
iPhone Data to PC. 35.
Move Photos, Music and
Video from PC to iPhone.
36. Move Documents from
PC to iPhone. 37. Edit
iPhone Messages. 38. Edit
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iPhone Notes. 39. Export
iPhone Contacts to
MSN/Windows Contact. 40.
Export iPhone Contacts to
Mac Contact. 41. Convert
iPhone to iTunes. 42. Copy
iPhone Photo to PC. 43.
Backup iPhone Data to PC.
44. Automatic Backup of
iPhone Data to PC. 45. View
and Edit iPhone Contacts on
PC. 46. Import iPhone
Contacts to Outlook
Contacts. 47. Fix iPhone
Data. 48. View and Edit
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iPhone Notes on PC. 49.
Move iPhone Camera Roll
from PC to iPhone. 50.
Transfer Apple Music on PC.
51. View/Backup/Restore
iPhone Notes on PC. 52.
View/Backup/Restore
iPhone Contacts on PC. Free
Download IMTOO iPhone
Transfer 11.5.0.0

What's New In?

iPhone Transfer is a Mac
program that is designed to
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copy files and folders from
an iPhone device to a
computer. With iPhone
Transfer, you can download
messages, playlists, photos,
movies and music on your
desktop and back them up
to a drive. iPhone Transfer
is compatible with all
iPhone models with an OS
3.1 or later. The program
runs on Mac OS X 10.4,
10.5, 10.6, 10.7 and 10.8.
ImTOO iPhone Transfer
4.41.exe - 15.83 Mb File
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c:program files imtogo
imtogo mac imtogoTransfer
iPhone Transfer is a Mac
program that is designed to
copy files and folders from
an iPhone device to a
computer. With iPhone
Transfer, you can download
messages, playlists, photos,
movies and music on your
desktop and back them up
to a drive. iPhone Transfer
is compatible with all
iPhone models with an OS
3.1 or later. The program
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runs on Mac OS X 10.4,
10.5, 10.6, 10.7 and 10.8.
Phone Transfer for Mac
6.60.14 - 25.53 Mb Phone
Transfer for Mac 6.60.14 is
a simple, but powerful
phone transfer software
that can transfer your
iPhone, Android,
Blackberry, and Symbian
mobile phone to pc. All the
content, including SMS,
MMS, Audio, video, photos,
contacts, emails, can be
easily transferred to
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computer no matter how
much data you have stored
on your mobile. Phone
Transfer for Mac can even
help you transfer your
contact in one click. It is an
efficient and reliable
program that supports
iPhone, Android, Blackberry
and Symbian. Key Features:
1. Transfer mobile phone to
pc without charging, no
matter how big the phone
data. 2. Send/Receive
phone call, SMS, MMS,
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Photo/video with a simple
click. 3. Send/receive calls
with no data fees. 4. Works
with iPhone, Android,
Symbian, and Blackberry
without any software. 5.
Supports CalDAV, CardDAV,
and ActiveSync. 6. It works
with PC and iPhone without
any data charges. 7.
Support filtering phone
conversation, SMS. 8.
Supports iPhone, Android,
Blackberry and Symbian. 9.
Option to use 3G network
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mode for speed. 10.
Supports both WLAN and
3G. 11. Support phone
search
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System Requirements For ImTOO IPhone Transfer:

Windows OS: XP, Vista, 7
Mac OS: 10.6 or higher
RAM: 2 GB Hard Disk: 40
MB Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo 10 GB of free space
Stable Internet Connection
Adobe Flash Player (version
10.1.31.101 or higher)
Internet Explorer 8.0 or
higher A friend's or
relative's account to play
an Avatar Please note that
(2) is required for battle.
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NOTE: Windows XP and Mac
OS are no
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